
PM Coordinator – SQL SERVERS EXPRESS REVISIONS 
8x 

How to install update 
 
To install an update from our web site: 
 

 Download the patch for your product. 

 Unzip the download to: 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Simplicity Software Technologies Inc\PM Coordinator NET 

 Replace existing files. 
 

Revision History 
8.0.0.0 (02-MAR-15) 

 New Version Released 
8.0.0.1 (03-APR-15) 

 Made various minor fixes throughout the application. 
8.0.0.2 (12-APR-15) 

 Updated the Upgrade Utility to include Rich Text Documents from Notes and 
Documents. Also included most of the Quick Entry fields. 

 Repaired a connection error when accessing the Equipment and Assets module. 

 Fixed a problem saving Look and Feel settings. 

 Added a 'Fix Connection Problems" link to the connections dialog. 
8.0.0.3 (18-MAY-15) 

 Fixed a problem when adding new employees in the Employees module. 

 Fixed the Employees Reference Routines. 

 Fixed a Concurrency Violation error with the Delete Command in the Scheduler. 

 Added a way to change the Creation Date by right-mouse click on a work order in 
the Scheduler's Lookup grid.  

8.0.0.4 (10-JUN-15) 

 Fixed a problem with regenerating 'Generate New When Done' types of PMs. 

 Fixed a problem with saving estimated down time in the Work Requests module. 
8.0.1.0 (18-AUG-15) 

 Added a feature to open and save multiple database connections configurations as 
available in Maintenance Coordinator, including switching configuration from the 
main startup menu. 

 Fixed a problem with creating new databases. 

 Modified the Import/Export module to work better with PM Coordinator and not 
default to Maintenance Coordinator type features. 

 Added access to the upgrade utility and upgrade help from the application's main 
menu (Help). 

 Fixed a problem with not setting the 'Generated' flag with some of the regenerated 
work orders. 

8.0.1.1 (28-AUG-15) 

 Fixed a problem setting work orders as generated. 
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8.0.1.2 (23-MAY-16)  

 Fixed a problem with the 'Print Preview' Export option locking up the application from 
any module. Added a new 'Check and Install Updates and Patches' routine in the 
main menu, Help menu. This allows checking for updates. If new updates are found 
they can be applied by clicking a single button. 

 Changed the Scheduler's Lookup Grid to show actual employee names in place of 
just unique id when the grid is customized and showing Work Assignments. 

 Duplicated the above fix for the Work Requests Lookup grid also. 
 


